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Abstract. Training generalizable data-driven models for medical imag-
ing applications is especially challenging as acquiring and accessing suf-
ficiently large medical datasets is often unfeasible. When trained on lim-
ited datasets, a high capacity model, as most leading neural network
architectures are, is likely to overfit and thus generalize poorly to un-
seen data. Further aggravating the problem, data used to train models
in medicine are typically collected in silos and from narrow data distri-
butions that are determined by specific acquisition hardware, imaging
protocols, and patient demographics. In addition, class imbalance within
and across datasets is a common complication as disease conditions or
sub-types have varying degrees of prevalence. In this paper, we motivate
the need for generalizable training in the context of skin lesion classifi-
cation by evaluating the performance of ResNet across 7 public datasets
with dataset bias and class imbalance. To mitigate dataset bias, we ex-
tend the classification and contrastive semantic alignment (CCSA) loss
that aims to learn domain-invariant features. As the CCSA loss requires
labelled data from two domains, we propose a strategy to dynamically
sample paired data in a setting where the set of available classes varies
across domains. To encourage learning from underrepresented classes, the
sampled class probabilities are used to weight the classification and align-
ment losses. Experimental results demonstrate improved generalizability
as measured by the mean macro-average recall across the 7 datasets when
training using the weighted CCSA loss and dynamic sampler.

1 Introduction

As deep learning pervades medical image computing, it is becoming critical to
improve generalizability of deep neural networks (DNNs). Generalizability of
such data-driven models is especially challenging in this field as availability and
accessibility of large medical imaging datasets is usually strictly limited. Even
when large datasets are available, medical conditions are diverse and unique
with some having rare incidence, thus making the collection of comprehensive
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and representative data quite challenging. Privacy, security, and proprietary use
regulations further complicate the aggregation and sharing of patient data. Addi-
tionally, data labelling costs by highly trained healthcare professionals are often
prohibitive.

Medical image datasets used in research are also often collected in silos,
sampled from narrow distributions determined by considerations such as imaging
hardware (e.g., Siemens vs. Phillips MRI scanner), imaging protocol (e.g., choice
of MRI pulse sequence, image resolution), and patient group bias (e.g., ethnicity,
age). When trained on limited data, DNNs are likely to overfit due to their high
capacity to learn irrelevant training data detail or noise. As such, when evaluated
on new data with distribution shifts (e.g., change in patient ethnicity, scanning
site), the overfit models perform poorly, failing to generalize to the new data.

We motivate generalizable training in the context of skin lesion classification
where distribution shifts as well as inter and intra dataset class imbalance are
prominent across 7 public datasets. In this setting, distribution shifts arise from
the significant variability in photographic properties (e.g., camera resolution,
angle, lighting), patient properties (e.g., skin tone, age, hairiness), and disease
properties (e.g., location, disease stage). A number of convolutional neural net-
work (CNN) architectures have been recently proposed for skin lesion classifi-
cation. In a notably large scale study, Esteva et al. [4] trained Inception-v3 on
129,450 clinical dermatology images comprised of both public and private data.
While this work reported performance measures comparable with dermatolo-
gists’, the ability to aggregate extensive datasets is rare. In addition, even when
training with extensive datasets, generalizable training may further improve per-
formance by utilizing the notion of domains to learn more generalizable features.
However, most generalizability methods [6, 10, 11, 13, 15] have been studied on
data enjoying balanced classes within a domain (i.e., P (classi) ≈ P (classj)),
as well as having the same set of classes across domains. As with the 7 skin
lesion datasets used in our work, this is often not the case in medical datasets,
as certain conditions are more common than others.

In our work, we focus on a more realistic and common scenario where data
is partitioned to multiple limited domains with inter and intra-domain class im-
balance. We first expose and quantify poor generalizability of CNNs for skin
lesion classification when trained on limited data by evaluating the performance
of ResNet [8] architectures across the 7 public datasets. To improve generaliz-
ability, we extend the classification and constrastive semantic alignment (CCSA)
loss [13] that encourages learning domain-invariant features to our class imbal-
anced setting. We chose to extend the CCSA loss for its simplicity to provide
preliminary generalizability improvements in our setting. As the CCSA loss re-
quires pairs of data from two domains, we propose a strategy to dynamically
sample paired data, while considering the challenges arising from class imbal-
ance such as unavailable classes. To encourage learning from underrepresented
classes, we weight the CCSA loss by the sampled class probabilities. We evaluate
our approach with varying amounts of training data available to demonstrate
improved generalizability across different data assumptions.
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2 Methods

Notation: Let Ds = {(xs
i , y

s
i )}, s ∈ S denote the sth source domain where

labelled samples (xs
i , y

s
i ) ∈ (X ,Y) are realized from the domain distributions Xs

and Y s. Our goal is to train a classifier f : X → Y using source domains Ds

that generalizes to a target domain realized from Xt and Y t. Let f = h ◦ g be a
composition of two function; g : X → Z is the mapping from the input space X
to the feature space Z and h : Z → Y is the prediction function.

Summary of CCSA: The CCSA loss proposed by Motiian et al. [13] is defined
as:

LCCSA(f) = LC(h ◦ g) + LSA(g) + LS(g), (1)

where LC is a standard classification loss. For our multi-class classification task,
we use the cross entropy loss. We evaluate the classification loss on data from
both domains where

LC(h ◦ g) = LC1(h ◦ g) + LC2(h ◦ g). (2)

The semantic alignment loss, LSA, encourages features of the same class across
two domains to map proximately in the feature space Z, and is defined as:

LSA(g) =

C∑
a=1

d(p(g(Xs
a)), p(g(Xt

a))), (3)

where C is the number of class labels, Xs
a is the domain distribution Xs for class

a, p(Zs) is the probability distribution of embedded features in Z, and d is a
similarity metric between two distributions. In contrast, the separation loss, LS ,
encourages features of different classes across two domains to map distantly in
the embedding space, and is defined as:

LS(g) =
∑

a,b|a 6=b

k(p(g(Xs
a)), p(g(Xt

b))), (4)

where k is a similarity metric that penalizes proximity between two distributions.
When the paired data are from the same class (y1 = y2), Motiian et al. proposed

d(p(g(Xs
a)), p(g(Xt

a))) =
∑
i,j

‖(g(xs
i )− g(xt

j)‖2 (5)

and when the paired data are from different classes (y1 6= y2),

k(p(g(Xs
a)), p(g(Xt

b))) =
∑
i,j

max(0,m− ‖(g(xs
i )− g(xt

j)‖)2 (6)

where m is the margin.
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Dynamic Sampling: As the number of pairings grows quadratically with the
size of the dataset, pairs are dynamically sampled. To ensure each image is sam-
pled once per epoch, we set D1 to be the aggregate of all the datasets. We
then sample D2 from the secondary domains with P (Ds) set proportional to
the size of the dataset Ns. With multiple classes, the probability of a positive
match, P (y1 = y2) for y1, y2 sampled from D1 and D2, becomes very small. In
response, we follow the suggested strategy by Motiian et al. [13] by fixing the
probability of positive matches to 0.25. After sampling (x1, y1) from D1, with
P (y1 = y2) = 0.25, we sample (x2, y2 = y1) from D2. As we assume the pres-
ence of inter domain class imbalance, P (x2, y2 = y1) may be 0 when the second
domain does not have class y1. In such a case, we instead sample (x2, y2) from
our primary dataset that contains all classes.

Weighted Loss: In the presence of class imbalance, the model may be bi-
ased towards predicting the more common classes, and in the extreme case,
degenerate to predicting only the most probable classes. A possible solution is
sampling each class with equal probability. However, we empirically observed
slower convergence and worse performance with this strategy which is consistent
with other works on training CNNs for skin lesion classification [5]. Therefore,
given the dynamic sampling strategy, we propose weighting the classification
losses LC1 and LC2 based on the probability of sampling classes ci, cj from D1

and D2, and weight the alignment losses based on the joint sampling probability
P (y1 = ci, y2 = cj) for every ci, cj ∈ C, where C denotes the set of all classes.
The sampled class probabilities can be computed directly based on the sampling
policy or empirically by sampling for multiple epochs. We weight the losses by
the inverse probability to encourage the model to learn from under-represented
classes:

LC(class) =
1

P (y = class)
LC (7)

LCSA(classi, classj) =
1

P (y1 = classi, y2 = classj)
LCSA. (8)

3 Datasets and Implementation Details

We used 7 publicly available skin lesion datasets: HAM10000 [14], MSK [7],
UDA [7], SONIC [7], Dermofit [1], Derm7pt [9], and PH2 [12]. Each dataset con-
tained a subset of the following classes: melanocytic nevus (nv), melanoma (mel),
basal cell carcinoma (bcc), dermatofibroma (df), benign keratosis (bkl), vascular
lesion (vasc), and actinic keratosis (akiec). We partitioned each dataset into 50%
training, 20% validation, and 30% test sets, where the relative class proportions
were maintained across different partitions. HAM10000 was our primary dataset
where the entire training data was accessible for all experiments. In HAM10000,
in which the lesion IDs are known, we ensured that all images from the same
lesion were in the same data partition. We removed data for classes beyond the
7 classes. Details regarding the class distribution is summarized in Table 1.
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We implemented the weighted CCSA loss and dynamic sampler in PyTorch.
When training the classifier, we used pretrained models available through Py-
Torch. We used AdamW with a base learning rate = 10−4, weight decay = 10−3,
and batch size = 32. To simulate realistic training approaches, we augmented
the data by resizing all images to 650 × 650, cropping the center 300 × 300,
randomly resizing and cropping 224 × 224, and randomly flipping and rotating
[90◦, 180◦, 270◦]. We also used Cutout Regularization [3] with 1 cutout of size 64.
The validation and test images were resized to 650×650 and the center 224×224
were cropped. We balanced the classification and alignment losses equally and
used margin m = 50.

Table 1: Class distributions of the 7 public skin lesion datasets for the following
7 classes: melanocytic nevus (nv), melanoma (mel), basal cell carcinoma (bcc),
dermatofibroma (df), benign keratosis (bkl), vascular lesion (vasc), and actinic
keratosis (akiec).

nv (%) mel (%) bcc (%) df (%) bkl (%) vasc (%) akiec (%) total

HAM 6705 (67) 1113 (11) 514 (5.1) 115 (1.1) 1099 (11) 142 (1.4) 327 (3.3) 10015

DMF 331 (27) 76 (6.3) 239 (20) 65 (5.4) 257 (21) 121 (10) 123 (10) 1212

D7P 1150 (60) 504 (26) 82 (4.3) 40 (2.1) 90 (4.7) 58 (3.0) 0 1926

MSK 2241 (63) 826 (23) 32 (0.9) 452 (13) 0 0 0 3551

UDA 408 (68) 193 (32) 0 0 0 0 0 601

PH2 160 (80) 40 (20) 0 0 0 0 0 200

SON 9251 (100) 0 0 0 0 0 0 9251

4 Experiments and Results

Baselines: All models in the baseline experiments (Table 2. Exp A-E) were
trained using only the cross-entropy loss for 135 epochs, starting with learning
rate = 10−4, reduced by a factor of 10 every 45 epochs. The best model was
selected using the HAM10000 validation data. In Exp A-C, we train ResNet-18,
ResNet-50, and ResNet-152 using only the HAM10000 dataset. The models per-
formed well for the HAM10000 data with macro-average recall of at least 0.74,
however, the scores across the other datasets were much worse, with macro-
average recall lower than 0.10 in some cases. This result highlights the impor-
tance of generalizability in the training and validation of models for skin lesion
classification and other medical imaging applications, as good performance in
the training dataset may translate poorly to other datasets. We observe that
larger models generalize more poorly, possibly due to having the capacity to
overfit more to the training domain. For the remaining experiments, we train
using ResNet-18.
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Exp D-E used additional nsec samples per class across all datasets, with
nsec = a and nsec = 5. nsec = a refers to using the all samples per class.
For experiments using additional data, the best model was selected based on
the average validation score across only the datasets used for training. Even
a few samples from each dataset greatly improved the scores, with a greater
improvement when using more data.

CCSA: For the remaining experiments, we warm-start the model with the
baseline model from Exp A and train for 20 epochs using the weighted CCSA
loss, starting with learning rate = 10−4, reduced by a factor of 10 after 10 epochs.
As some data may be more useful than others, we use the same additional data
in Exp J as in Exp D. In addition, when incrementing nsec, we append more
samples to the existing nsec dataset. Comparing Exp E and Exp K where nsec =
a, we observe improved scores across all datasets with an overall improvement
from 64.9 to 71.2, suggesting generalizable training using separate domains may
improve performance over aggregated training. As expected, using a smaller
nsec led to worse performance. However, even when we use a smaller nsec = 5,
comparing Exp D and Exp J , we still observe an improvement from 57.4 to 63.6
when using generalizable training.

Weighting Ablations: In Exp L-N , we remove weighting the classification,
alignment, or both losses. When compared to Exp K, removing either loss low-
ered the performance with the greatest drop when both losses were removed.

Leave-1-Domain-Out: We evaluate domain generalizability by removing a
secondary dataset from the additional data. We train using nsec = a and choose
the best validations score using the remaining datasets. Scores for the removed
datasets are reported with an asterisk in Exp O-T . Improvements to the re-
moved domain appears to be dataset dependent. Compared to Exp A, there are
improvements in UDA, PH2, and D7P, similar performance in DMF and MSK,
and even a drop in performance in SON.

Channel Pruning: Channel pruning, and model compression in general, is
especially relevant as training lightweight models for mobile diagnostics can
improve the accessibility and timeliness of skin lesion diagnosis. We use dis-
crimination aware channel pruning [17] where channels are introduced until the
difference in performance drops below a threshold. Compared to ResNet-18 with
11.1M parameters, the model pruned with threshold 1e-4 in Exp U used 8.5M
parameters without an observable drop in performance. However, we observe
that over-pruning may lead to a decay in performance in Exp V, where the
model pruned with threshold 1e-3 used 7.5M parameters.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

In summary, we study generalizability in the context of skin lesion classifica-
tion, which constitutes an ideal test-bed with multiple public heterogeneous
datasets with inter and intra domain class imbalance. From our experiments,
we affirm the importance of training and validating models to be generalizable
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Table 2: Experiments (Exp) are labeled A - V. ResNet (RN) architectures (Arch)
were trained with the HAM data in addition to nsec samples/class across other
domains. nsec = a refers to all samples/class. Pr specifies the pruning thresh-
old [17]. (-) denotes an unpruned model or an unused loss. Cl/Al refers to the
classification/alignment losses, and can be (-), weighted (w) or unweighted (u).

Experiment Setup Test Dataset

Exp nsec Arch Cl Al Pr HAM DMF D7P MSK PH2 SON UDA avg

Baselines

A 0 RN18 - w - 74.1 24.9 25.7 32.1 7.3 80.4 47.7 41.8

B 0 RN50 - w - 75.6 26.3 27.8 28.3 9.4 53.6 43.8 37.8

C 0 RN152 - w - 74.8 25.9 23.2 24.5 5.2 60.2 34.3 35.4

D 5 RN18 - w - 71.9 52.4 41.6 46.5 61.5 70.5 57.5 57.4

E a RN18 - w - 68.4 73.2 45.3 56.4 70.8 74.7 65.8 64.9

CCSA w/ Increasing nsec

F 1 RN18 w w - 73.6 45.7 32.5 44.2 68.8 90.4 59.6 59.2

G 2 RN18 w w - 75.0 48.7 36.2 41.8 71.9 96.2 64.4 62.0

H 3 RN18 w w - 72.4 44.8 40.9 47.3 77.1 97.0 60.1 62.8

I 4 RN18 w w - 74.0 54.6 40.6 43.9 68.8 94.5 60.0 62.3

J 5 RN18 w w - 74.2 56.2 38.2 50.6 78.1 95.1 52.6 63.6

K a RN18 w w - 72.3 74.3 44.4 58.9 82.3 99.6 66.7 71.2

CCSA Weighting Ablations

L a RN18 u w - 68.8 67.1 37.8 54.6 69.8 99.9 68.7 66.7

M a RN18 w u - 70.3 65.8 39.0 52.7 75.0 99.9 57.1 65.7

N a RN18 u u - 59.1 54.5 32.4 43.8 69.8 100. 57.6 59.6

Leave-1-Domain-Out (* refers to the removed domain)

O a RN18 w w - 71.0 *27.0 48.3 60.0 82.3 99.9 58.6 63.9

P a RN18 w w - 73.7 73.9 *33.7 58.1 72.9 99.5 64.1 68.0

Q a RN18 w w - 71.1 75.6 43.9 *34.7 67.7 99.6 56.5 64.2

R a RN18 w w - 71.8 73.0 48.5 60.9 *37.5 98.3 66.6 65.2

S a RN18 w w - 73.9 73.9 49.8 61.5 64.6 *46.3 68.2 62.6

T a RN18 w w - 70.1 75.2 45.5 55.6 76.0 99.5 *69.0 70.1

Channel Pruning

U a RN18 w w 1e-4 71.9 71.6 47.7 61.2 77.1 99.2 69.1 71.1

V a RN18 w w 1e-3 72.5 70.2 47.4 54.9 77.1 99.9 65.7 69.7
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across domains, which is critical in medical applications as incorrect predictions
may lead to increased morbidity and mortality. Even when the performance in
the trained domain is strong, the performance may be poor in domains unseen
during training. Although additional data from each domain improves general-
izability, training with the weighted CCSA loss shows greater improvements by
better utilizing the additional data.

One limitation of our work is the imbalance in the overall sizes of each dataset.
We think an interesting direction for future work is partitioning the domains
into similar sizes based on semantics such as skin tone or resolution. We also
found interpreting the results and isolating causal relationships in performance
improvements to be challenging. Experimental results were sensitive to the ex-
perimental setup such as hyper-parameters and train/test partitioning policy.
In addition, improvements may be due to a combination of the sampling policy
and the alignment loss. We leave a more rigorous analysis to future work.

The intuition and motivation behind aligning features and dynamically sam-
pling data are clear, and similar methods have been proposed in different con-
texts [2, 16]. Baur et al. [2] propose a similar alignment loss and dynamic sampler
for multiple sclerosis lesion segmentation in a domain adaptation setting. While
the core approach is similar, there are differences in the sampling policy aris-
ing from the unique nature of each problem such as missing classes. As the
CCSA loss was chosen for simplicity, improvements, especially in the leave-1-
out domain generalizability experiments, were modest. However, there are other
methods that may provide greater improvements in generalizability [6, 10, 11,
15]. This presents exciting opportunities for extending to settings with inter
and intra domain class imbalance, improving the generalizability of models for
problems such as skin lesion classification.

Acknowledgement: We thank NVIDIA for supporting our research through
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